Making Kaya work for your organisation

Develop bespoke learning spaces using the Kaya learning platform

Our learning platform – Kaya – hosts hundreds of courses in multiple languages, giving thousands of users access to free humanitarian learning. In addition to the free content that we offer to individuals, we can also support your organisation to curate, create and share high quality learning opportunities that meet your organisation’s specific requirements.

The need for humanitarian learning

As the frequency and complexity of humanitarian crises continue to rise, there is increasing demand for a highly skilled workforce capable of preparing for and responding more effectively and efficiently to disasters. For organisations involved in humanitarian preparedness and response, investing in learning and the development of staff and volunteers has become an urgent necessity.

The benefits of curating, creating and sharing learning for your organisation

Built on the Academy’s learning platform, Kaya, our products allow organisations to develop bespoke learning spaces that provide a wide range of humanitarian, development and cross-functional skills content which meet their specific requirements. Hosted content can be curated from the Academy’s existing catalogue that features hundreds of online learning resources, covering a wide range of humanitarian topics shared from international and national partners. In addition, organisations have the ability to create and share their own learning opportunities within these spaces.

"Whether you want to give your staff better access to quality learning opportunities or simply make your own e-learning content more widely available, we have something to suit your organisation’s specific needs."

Saba Al-Mubaslat, CEO
Humanitarian Leadership Academy
**Our Kaya products**

**Kaya Curate**
A bespoke landing page to gather existing, relevant Kaya courses on one specific page and then share this content with your staff. Includes:
- your logo on a co-branded landing page, which is accessed via a unique URL
- monthly support to curate your page from the Academy

**Kaya Create**
A course page for creating or uploading your own content, supporting people to access your learning opportunities. Includes:
- full admin access to a blank course to create or upload content
- ability to share the course within Kaya
- ability to track learner access and progress via custom reports
- training and ongoing technical support

**Kaya Share**
An open portal to curate, create and share courses with the sector, supporting a variety of learners to access content. Includes:
- your brand on the landing page
- full admin access and autonomy to manage your portal and content with training and technical support provided
- ability to curate existing Kaya courses and create your own
- ability to share your content within Kaya and reach thousands of existing learners
- track course interactions via custom reports

**Kaya Prepare**
A closed portal to curate, create and share courses with a defined audience, usually your staff or volunteers. Includes:
- branded login page and dashboard
- full admin access and autonomy to manage your portal content with training and technical support provided
- ability to curate existing Kaya courses and create your own
- single sign-on integration with your existing systems
- unlimited learners and audiences
- tracking learner progress via custom reports

**Benefits for your organisation**
- Highly flexible and adaptable: personalisation, simple HTML and inbuilt Moodle functionalities
- Delivers a variety of learning methodologies including SCORM 1.2 and 2004 activities, webinars, videos, Massive Open Online Courses (MOOC), discussion forums, quizzes, assessments, events, documents and much more
- Hundreds of existing, high-quality courses, covering: humanitarian basics, technical and programmatic, management skills and personal development

**Benefits for learners**
- Simple to use platform available in English, French and Arabic and 24/7 live chat support
- New content uploaded regularly, developed by leading organisations and subject-matter experts
- Dashboards help learners find mandatory, recommended and new subjects all in one place and to track their progress
- Mobile-friendly content in over 10 languages accessible on the frontline
- Offline player available so content can be downloaded and completed then synced to profile when next online

**Get in touch**
To find out how your organisation could benefit from a product or to discuss a partnership opportunity, contact us by email at partnerships@humanitarian.academy
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